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December 30,1993 Rii: 93163-N

Mr. Robert M. Ilernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety & Safegua:ds ;

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
,

Washington, D.C. 20555 '

'

Subject: Submittal of Site Characteri7,ation Plan

Dear Mr. lierecro:

Your letter dated November 29,1993 stated that the NRC staff has no
objection to SFC sul,mitting its site characterization plan (SCP) on a schedule consistent
with its submittal of a similar characterization plan (the RFI Work Plan) to the EPA
under an EPA Consent Order (ig, by January 31,1994).

Our efforts in preparing the SCP and the Rt l Work Plan are proceedingi

in a timely fashion, and we will provide such documents to the NRC and EPA, '

respectively, by January 31,1994. The El' A Consent Order then contemplates that SFC
will be able to issue the final RFI Work Phn within 30 days after receipt of EPA 9
conunents. Since SFC plans to issue the final SCP within the same timeframe we hope '

that the NRC will be able to provide us whh its conunents on the SCP within the same
timeframe as the EPA.

It is our basic intent to coordinate our efforts to satisfy NRC requirements,
EPA requirements and State requirements in order to avoid duplication of work and any

-

potential imposition of inconsistent or redundant requirements. We are therefore
pleased that, as reflected in your letter and previous statements, the NRC is cooperating
with EPA "|ijn order to facilitate efficiencies in the remediation of the SFC site," and i

that a Memorandum of Understanding between the two agencies is being prepared. j
.

I
Your letter also asks SFC to " submit a license amendment request to i

reflect decommissioning activities, including milestones for submittals consistent with the |
schedule specified in the RCRA Consent Order." As discussed below, SFC is willing to i
cooperate in additional formalization through an appropriate NRC regulatory |
mechanism, if necessary. Ilowever, we believe that a license amendment at this time is

'

neither necessary nor appropriate for the following reasons:

(1) As we informed you in our letter of July 7,1993, in accordance with ;

10 CFR 40.42(b), production activities have been terminated under License No. SUll- j
1010, and as of July 6,1993, "SFC's continuing activities are limited to those relating to I

decommissioning and maintaining control of entry into restricted areas pursuant to 10
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CFR 40.42(e), including shipment of preproduced inventony and the activities described [
in Section 3 of the Preliminary Plan for Completion of Deconunissioning submitted with . ;

SFC's February 16,1993 letter." Your letter of September 1,1993 acknowledged receipt ;

of our July 7 notification pursuant to 10 CFR 40.42(b) and confirmed that SFC's i

continuing activities were limited as specified above. Since these continuing activities are' ,

authorized under SFC's existing license and are limited by operation of 10 CFR 40.42(e) ;

of the NRC's regulations, no license amendment is necessary at this time.
!

(2) Regarding your request that we provide a schedule that includes
" milestones for submittals consistent with the schedule specified in the RCRA Consent j

Order," enclosed is a schedule showing side-by-side the milestones in the schedules for !
'

the NRC and for the EPA. Except for the slight extension in the submittal date for the |
'

SCP, and the corresponding extension in submittal of the Results Report and the initial !
Plan for Completion of Decommissioning (PCD), the enclosed schedule for the NRC is |
essentially the same as reflected in Figure 9-1 of the Preliminary Plan for Completion of. ;

'iDecommission (PPCD). This schedule reflects our best estimate of the time required to
reach each milestone, llut a number of factors are beyond SFC's control, including the j

amount of time that may be required for various regulatory agency reviews and for any- |
hearing that may be held on the NRC license amendment that will be needed to |
authorize any new activities under the PCD. Since the site investigations and analyses

"

leading to the submittal of the PCD, including the PCD schedule, do not require NRC
authorization, we see no need for a license amendment for this purpose. !

:

(3) Regarding your request concerning groundwater monitoring, SFC is i

complying with the requirements of License No. SUB-1010 and is voluntarily performing |;

additional monitoring. We will communicate with you separately on the most effective ;

method to implement EPA requirements relating to the groundwater monitoring
program. ( .;

(4) Finally, your letter suggests that SFC include "any additional actions j
in which SFC expects to engage prior to submission of the decommissioning plan." At :

this time, SFC does not anticipate conducting any activities prior to approval of the PCD j
that are not currently authorized by our license. If any such activities are considered in
the future, we will solicit the necessary NRC approval at that tune.

>

Your letter indicates that amending SFC's License would be " consistent >

with the Site Decommissioning Management Plan process" Section 4.2 of the Site
Decommissioning Management Plan (NUREG-1444) states: ;

I
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The majority of the submittals to date have been made on a
voluntary basis. Only one order (i.e., requiring Chemetron to
submit a characterization report) has been issued. The staff
continues.to closely monitor the timeliness of license actions
to determine if orders, or inclusion of decommissioning
schedules into licenses as conditions are required to ensure
continued steady progress towar6 den amissioning of the i

sites. ;

This statement is consistent with the approach described in Section II.E of :

the 1992 " Action Plan to Ensure Timely Cleanup of Site Decommissioning Management -

Plan Sites"-

The NRC staff will seek voluntary cooperation by licensees
or other responsible parties in establishing and implementing

'

decommissioning plans in accordance with the objectives of
this Action Plan. For sites with active NRC licenses, an ;

approved decommissioning plan that includes appropriate ;
schedules and cleanup levels will be incorporated into the ,

!license by amendment through normal licensing procedures.
(emphasis added)

* * * * *
.

In cases where voluntary cooperation is ineffective in i

establishing acceptable schedules for completing ,

deconunissioning actions, the NRC will establish legally
binding requirements and take enforcement action, as
necessary, to compel timely and effective cleanup of SDMP
sites. (emphasis added)

' '

'

From the description in NUREG-1444, Appendix A of NRC actions
iegarding the 48 other sites on the SDMP list, it is apparent that the NRC continues to '

rely primarily on voluntary actions by licensees or site-owners, up to the time of approval
of a decommissioning plan. For example, while section II.C of the 1992 Action Plan -

states that the NRC "will establish specific and enforceable milestones for each phase of
decommissioning through license amendments or orders," only a few licenses have
incorporated schedules for actions leading to submittal of a decommissioning plan, and
confirmatory action letters or orders have been issued in only a few instances. Since .1

SFC has been cooperating fully with the NRC in the steps leading to the submittal of a .
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PCD on a timely. basis, and intends to apply for a future license amendment approving a
PCD which would authorize activities not covered by its current license, SFC's plan to
request a license amendment only at the time of submittal of its PCD is consistent with
NRC's past practice, the SDMP, and section 40.42 of NRC regulations.

As previously stated, SFC is willing to cooperate in the issuance of an
appropriate confirmatory action letter or confirmatory order to further formalize the
decommissioning activities that will be conducted prior to issuance of the PCD. We
believe either of these established NRC regulatory mechanisms, which have been used
for a variety of purposes at other SDMP sites, would achieve the desired objective. In
addition, they would do so without any implication - as might be the case in a license
amendment request -- that SFC is seeking NRC authorization for an action that is not
currently authorized by its present license.

Please contact me or John Dietrich (918-489-3207) so that we can discuss
these matters further at your convenience.

Sincerely,

<
'

,p
John 11. Ellis
President, SFC

cc: Allyn Davis
Maurice Axelrad, Esq.
Iirita llaugland-Cantrell, Esq.
James Wilcoxem, Esq.
Susan Uttal, Esq.
Dianne Curran, Esq.
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Comparison of EPA and NRC Schedules -

2Possible . ,

i EPAActivity Duratiga2 Einish NRCActixity -

'

EPA Oaier signed Od 8/3/93
SFC Submit Draft RFI Workplan 180ed 1/31/94 Submit Draft SCP to NRC
EPA Review and Comment on RFI Workplan 30ed 2 3/2/94 NRC Comment on SCP
SFC submit Final RFI Workplan 30ed 4/1/94
EPA Approve Final Workplan 30ed2 5/1/94 SFC Submit Final SCP
SFC Submit Draft RFl Report 52ew 5/1/95 SFC Submit Preliminary Results Report i

EPA Review RFI report 30ed2 5/31/95 NRC Review / Comments on Preliminary Results Report
SFC Prep & Submit Final RFI Report 30ed 6/30/95
EPA Approve Final RFI Report 30ed 2 7/30/95
Submit Draft CMS Report 120ed 11/28/95 SFC Submit initial PCD
EPA Review Draft CMS Report 30ed 2 12/28/95
Submit Final CMS Report 60ed 2/20/96
EPA Approves Final CMS Report 30ed 2 3/27/96

4/1/96 3 Submit Final SCP Results Report to NRC I

EPA Public Review and Comment 45ed 5/11/96
EPA Selects CM 30ed 2 6/12/96

90ed4 6/30/96 NRC Review / Concurs with Final Results Report
SFC Submit Draft CM Program Plan (Task XI) 60ed 8/11/96
EPA Review and Comment 30ed 2 9/11/96
SFC Submit Final Program Plan 30ed 10/11/96
EPA Approve Program Plan 30ed 2 11/10/96

180ed s 12/28/96 SFC Submit Final PCD for Approval
100ew S 11/30/98 NRC Review / Approval of PCD

NRIES;

iThe duration column lists " elapsed days" or" elapsed weeks' committed for a particular task. The values in this column are taken from the Administrative Order
on Consent unless otherwise noted.
2Each review and comment period is SFC's estimate of time required for the regulatory review. The schedule will shorten or lengthen based upon actual times.
3 Approximately 60 days after emptying ponds (other than CaF impoundments)
4 Estimated 90 days after NRC receipt of Final Results Report
5 180 days after NRC concurrence with Final Results Report
6 Estimated about 2 years for completing regulatory review and hearings if requested.
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